
Walter Murphy Eumeralla 5-6/05/18 
 

Patrol Program & Information 
 
Saturday 
9:30 Meet at the easternmost Bell’s Beach carpark (not the main Bell’s Beach 

Carpark) which is located on the bend of Bones Road and Bell’s Beach Road, 
Bell’s Beach.  Drop off location can be found at the pin:  https://goo.gl/maps/hVW1wXQujqw 
 

Patrols to check in, and then be sent off at 10 minute intervals. 
 

There are three checkpoints along way, involving First Aid, tent pitching, and 
navigation.  You will be scored at each of these activities. 

 
Drink top up will be available at Point Addis. 
 
Toilets are located at Bell’s Beach and Point Addis. 
 
Lunch venue to be the Patrol’s own choice. 

 
3:00 Patrols start arriving at Eumeralla (and then proceed to Cyril Smith Campsite). 

Set up sleeping tents 
 
5:00 Cook dinner - Note sunset @ 5.30pm 
 
7:30 Wide game  
 
8:30 Campfire & Skits 
 
Sunday 
8:00 Breakfast 
 
9:00 Scouts’ Own  
 
9:30 Patrol Bases (about 10 minutes each)  
 
 Wide Game or Challenge Valley 
 
 Badge Work if required/time 
 
11:00 Pack-up 
 
12:00 Lunch 
 
12:45 Closing parade & award trophy board 
  
1:00 Head home 
 



Individual Scout Needs to Have…(PIONEER LEVEL) 

 
While hiking 
Raincoat (properly waterproof)*  
Cut lunch and healthy snack to munch whilst 
walking * 

Warm clothes i.e. jacket / long trousers * 

1.5 litres of water* Overtrousers (useful but optional) 
Personal first aid kit* Reasonable shoes (runners okay)* 
Sun hat* Pencil and A4 paper 
Wool hat and gloves* Scout scarf 
All items in Day pack* 
 
[If Scout does not have asterisked items, he/she cannot hike.  The pencil, A4 paper, and scarf 
are needed for bases; if they are forgotten the Scout will lose points but can hike.] 
 
To be packed in a separate bag and taken by car to Eumeralla (overnight camp) 
Sleeping gear (bag, mat, clothes) Change of clothes 
Eating gear (bowl, cup, plate, knife, fork, t-
towel) 

Thermals (it will be cold overnight) 

Toiletries Plastic bag for dirty clothes 
 

Individual Scout Needs to Have…(EXPLORER LEVEL) 

 
While hiking 
Raincoat (properly waterproof)*  
Cut lunch and healthy snack to munch whilst 
walking * 

Warm clothes i.e. jacket / long trousers * 

1.5 litres of water* Overtrousers (useful but optional) 
Personal first aid kit* Reasonable shoes (runners okay)* 
Sun hat* Pencil and A4 paper 
Wool hat and gloves* Scout scarf 
Sleeping gear (bag, mat, clothes) Change of clothes 
Eating gear (bowl, cup, plate, knife, fork, t-
towel) 

Thermals (it will be cold overnight) 

Toiletries Plastic bag for dirty clothes 
Toilet Paper (not whole roll) Plus your share of food for 24 hours, cooking 

equipment and tent 
All items in a Hike pack* 
 
[If Scout does not have asterisked items, he/she cannot hike.  The pencil, A4 paper, and scarf 
are needed for bases; if they are forgotten the Scout will lose points but can hike.] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Patrol Needs to Have … 
 
While hiking 
List of patrol members and emergency 
contact numbers* 

Piece of heavy card to use as a “desk” for A4 
paper 

Compass* Whistle* 
Patrol first aid kit* 1 hike tent (inner, fly, peg, and poles)* 
Doug (small shovel) & Toilet paper GPS (optional) 
Note:  This equipment to be shared amongst Patrol member’s day or hike packs 
 
[If Patrol does not have the items marked with an asterisk, the Patrol cannot hike.] 
 
To be packed in a separate bag and taken by car to Eumeralla (overnight camp) 
Enough tentage for the rest of the patrol 
 

Wash-up detergent and scrub bud 
 

Food for Saturday dinner, Sunday breakfast, 
lunch and snacks 

Cooking gear for the above (e.g. trangia, fuel, 
matches) 

 
Patrol Hiking Instructions 

 
Patrol will be supplied with a map on the day 
 
Patrol must stay together while hiking.  Any separation of more than 100m between patrol 
members will be penalised. 
 
Patrol size must be at least 4 (for the buddy system to work) 
 

Other Patrol Details 
 

You need to have a skit for the campfire (you get points for this too) 
 
Evening meal should be in the spirit of hiking, i.e., simple and cooked on hike stoves with a 
minimum of utensils.  No cooking fires will be available. 

 
Scout’s Own theme:  Believe in myself (learn from my experiences, face challenges with 
courage).  Pioneer (come prepared with a prayer) page 24 of your green book, Explorer 
(come prepared with a prayer, reading or song on the theme and be part of team to run scouts 
own) page 45 of your green book.  
 
 


